EFFORTLESS
All-Purpose Spot Remover
®

Effortless is a ready-to-use spotter, which requires no
mixing. It’s a specially formulated product that delivers
maximum spotting efficiency. High performance design, yet
safe and gentle enough for use on delicate “stain-resist”
fibers. Recommended for all spotting tasks, from traffic
stains to messy food soils and grime collecting oils, all are
removed with less effort.
• Solvent Fortified - Dissolves both water and oil based
stains. Effortless when used as directed will remove a
wide variety of common staining agents.
• pH Balanced - Safe for use on all types of water
wettable surfaces, including stain resist carpeting,
upholstery, clothing and most fabrics.
• Soap Free Formula - Leaves no shampoo residue to
attract soil, preventing further staining problems.
• Effective - Removes stains caused by blood, food,
grass, beverages, catsup, grease, oil, mascara, shoe
polish and heavy soil.
• Easy-To-Use - For carpeting, simply apply a generous
amount to the stain. Allow time for chemical to penetrate
then blot up with clean absorbent toweling. Use on any
water-washable fabric that is color fast. Simply apply
agitate and wash in the normal manner.
• Versatile - Effortless is primarily a carpet spotter.
However it’s versatile. This product is also effective on
upholstery and is the ideal laundry spotter. There is no
need for a complicated spot removal kit. When used
according to directions Effortless will remove just about
any spot from carpets and fabrics that are water washable.

Technical Data
Appearance ............. Clear, colorless, water thin liquid
Odor ............................................. Pleasing fragrance
pH Concentrate .......................................... 7.0 +/- 0.5
Solubility ..........................Completely soluble in water
Rinsability ...........................................Rinses film free
Specific Gravity ................................................. 0.997
Viscosity ............................................................... <10
Biodegradability ........................................... Complete
Freeze Thaw Stability .................................... 2 cycles
Shelf Life .................................. Guaranteed one year

• Convenient Packaging -Available in cases of 12 pints,
12 quarts, 4 gallons, 5 gallon pails, and 55 gallon drums.
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